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Since the end of World War II, terrorism has been kept spreading in the whole 
world, which has already become a public hazard in our international society and has 
greatly threatened the international peace and security. After the terrorists’ attack in 
the United States on September 11th, there arouses a great upsurge in international 
anti-terrorism, and a voice of concluding a global convention against terrorism is on 
the upswing. However, we made slow progress in concluding the convention, because 
we have greatly different understanding in legal connotation of terrorism. At the same 
time, the absence of the convention brings much difficulty in strengthening 
international cooperation and fighting against terrorism. Therefore, it is necessary to 
make a study on the legal connotation of terrorism. 
In the Preface the author expounds the significances and purposes of making 
research on the legal connotation of terrorism to meet the needs of international 
legislation and cooperation for anti-terrorism. In Chapter One, by introducing the 
derivation of terrorism, definitions in dictionaries and of scholars, and its legal 
definition, the author points out the current problems in defining terrorism and puts 
forward his ideas on defining terrorism. Chapter Two is mainly about the objects and 
subjects of terrorism, proving that non-state doers and states can be the subjects, and 
that particular or unparticular persons and materials can be its objects. Chapter Three 
is mainly about composing elements of terrorism from the aspects of subjective 
elements, objective elements and exceptional conditions. In Chapter Four the author 
analyses the attributes of terrorism, such as the attributes being an international crime 
and forced attack. Lastly, the author summarizes the main idea and his research 
conclusion; meanwhile, he emphasizes the importance of reaching a common 
understanding about the legal connotation of terrorism.  
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第一章   恐怖主义的定义  3
 














































人极度害怕的人或事（terrifying person or thing）”。③《朗文现代英汉双解词典》
的解释是：“极度害怕（very great fear）”或“令人极度害怕的人或事（someone or 
















义实际上与“恐怖的体系”（a system of terror）是相对应的。⑨  
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（the practice of using or threats of violence to obtain political demands）。②《牛津高
阶英汉双解词典》下的定义是：“使用非法的暴力及以非法的暴力恐吓，特别是有
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